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Petroleum and chemicals still distinguish
the Texas high-technology sector from its counterparts
in other States; but employment growth in Texas
has shifted recently, first to civilian durable goods—
particularly personal computers—and then,
more importantly, to high-tech services
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industries dominate the composition of employ-
ment in Texas R&D-intensive industry? Second, in
what ways has Texas employment in this sector
changed between 1988 and 1994? Third, what
effect have these changes had on Texas’ position
in the national market hierarchy of R&D-intensive
industry? Perhaps our most striking finding is that
employment in the R&D-intensive high-tech sec-
tor in Texas increased during the 6-year interval
for which data were available. By contrast, the
high-tech sectors in California, Massachusetts, and
the Nation all shed employment. But this is a more
complex issue than it at first appears. In the remain-
der of the article, we consider our findings in both
the empirical and theoretical context of how R&D-
intensive high-tech industries influence the
growth and development of regional economies.
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For all the attention that high-tech industries re-
ceive, their numeric impact on total U.S. employ-
ment remains relatively small. In the early 1980s,
BLS researchers developed three alternative defi-
nitions of high-tech industry and estimated their
contribution to total U.S. employment at between
2.8 percent and 13.4 percent.5 A decade later, an-
other group of BLS researchers introduced two new
definitions—“R&D-intensive” high-tech industries
and “R&D-moderate” high-tech industries—and

Since the early 1980s, literally dozens of
studies have been published about the ge-
ography of high-technology industry in the

United States. But because the structure of the
industry is constantly evolving, it is often diffi-
cult to generalize about the distribution of em-
ployment in high technology between and within
regions of the United States.1 California and Mas-
sachusetts are often regarded as the preeminent
centers of U.S. high-tech industry, but other
States have emerged as important locations for
new plants and new firms as well. For some time
now, Texas has been recognized as a leading cen-
ter of employment in high technology,2 yet there
have been few attempts to compare the indus-
trial composition of high-tech industry in Texas
with that of other States.3 In this article, we use
a definition of “research-and-development (R&D)
intensive,” as applied to high-tech industries, de-
veloped by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the
early 1990s,4 together with data from the BLS

Covered Employment and Wages program (also
known as the ES-202 program), to analyze the
distinguishing features of Texas-based employ-
ment in R&D-intensive high-tech industries rela-
tive to that of California, Massachusetts, and, both
implicitly and explicitly, the Nation as a whole.

We focus on three aspects of R&D-intensive
high-tech industry in Texas relative to the two
comparison States and the Nation. First, which
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estimated employment in the former category at 9.8 per-
cent of total nongovernment and noneducation employment
in 1989.6 More recently, we used the “R&D-intensive” high-
tech industry definition and data from the Current Employ-
ment Statistics (CES) program to calculate January 1996
employment in such industries at 7.5 percent of all U.S. non-
farm jobs. Table 1 lists these industries and their 1994 em-
ployment levels in the Nation, Texas, California, and Massa-
chusetts.

Interest in R&D-intensive industries goes far beyond their
contribution to national employment growth, however. Draw-
ing on the work of economists such as Joseph Schumpeter,7

many theorists view technological innovation as the prime
mover in economic development and R&D-intensive indus-
tries as the crucial locus of innovation. Through relation-
ships with other industries, technological innovations spawn
new generations of products as they diffuse through the
economy.8 In addition, some scholars have argued that R&D-
intensive industry’s ability to spawn new products and proc-
esses generates a synergistic and quite positive combina-
tion of effects at the regional and local levels: rapid and
self-sustaining employment growth, dense networks of link-
ages between firms, rapidly expanding markets, and high
rates of new-business formation. All of these factors help
generate robust economic growth and protect against cycli-
cal downturns in the economy.9 Thus, it is not simply em-
ployment in R&D-intensive industries that is important to
regional economies. What is also significant is these indus-
tries’ role as generators of economic development, more
broadly defined.

Given the widely varying composition of regional R&D-
intensive industry clusters, how do we evaluate the contri-
bution to regional economic performance of one region’s
R&D-intensive industries over another’s? One way to under-
stand the relationship between the composition of these clus-
ters and qualitative regional economic change is through
Raymond Vernon’s product and industry life cycle model.10

Vernon’s original version of the model was applied to peri-
ods of relatively short duration (6–8 years) and focused nar-
rowly on products alone. Subsequent efforts generalized the
model to the development of whole industries and longer
periods to account for regional economic change.11

As industries go through a life cycle from innovation to
growth, maturity, and senescence, each stage or phase has
distinct locational requirements. The innovation phase, usu-
ally associated with large amounts of R&D, tends to be car-
ried out by firms in “core areas”—usually large metropolitan
areas in industrially developed regions—where technical
and scientific workers are more readily available. In both
the innovation and growth stages, markets for new prod-
ucts or processes expand rapidly, as do rates of employ-
ment growth, profits, and new-business formation. Toward
the other end of the cycle, the mature phase of production
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is associated with products that have become standardized or
with entire industries whose production processes embody
routine technology. Firms in this stage tend to favor lower
cost locations in “peripheral areas”—regions in which indus-
trial development has lagged and land and labor costs are low.
Rates of market and employment growth for firms in this stage
are very low or even negative.

During the 1980s, A. Glasmeier introduced a more com-
plex categorization of space for R&D-intensive industries by
adding an intermediate locational phase to the product cycle
model: advanced production areas.12 These areas emerge dur-
ing the growth phase as firms in core areas relocate in re-
sponse to increasing costs created by rapid local growth. Un-
like peripheral regions, which are dominated by branch plants
that assemble standardized products, advanced production ar-
eas contain establishments that are stand-alone profit centers
in which skilled and semiskilled workers conduct product de-
velopment and fabricate various components.13

The U.S. semiconductor industry illustrates Glasmeier’s
variation on the product cycle model. Early growth of the in-
dustry was concentrated in California’s Santa Clara county.
As the industry developed, certain phases of the production
process were relocated elsewhere. First, the final assembly of
semiconductors (a labor-intensive, low-skill phase) was relo-
cated to low-wage sites in Asia and Mexico during the 1960s.
Then, in the 1970s and 1980s, high-skilled and advanced pro-
duction phases of the manufacturing process were moved to
other sites in the United States that offered not only an ad-
equate supply of unskilled labor, but also sufficient amenities
to appeal to the highly paid technicians, engineers, and other
specialists necessary for product-related R&D. These changes
shifted all but the highest order R&D functions out of Santa
Clara County,14 and new advanced production areas—for ex-
ample, in Colorado and Texas—have since experienced high
rates of employment growth in semiconductor and related R&D-
intensive firms and industries.15

The product cycle model has been criticized as a simplistic
framework that cannot capture all the complexity of techno-
logically driven regional economic change. Clearly, Texas is
a complex case. On the one hand, much of the State’s em-
ployment base in some R&D-intensive industries (particularly
electronics) appears to have arrived from core areas such as
California and Massachusetts as an outcome of the advanced
production phase of the product cycle. On the other hand, the
growth of signature Texas R&D-intensive industries, such as
petroleum and petrochemical production, is best attributed to
the State’s natural resources and economic history, rather than
to a life cycle process. In either case, however, the products
and processes of industries that are present in any regional
economy (whether home grown or imported) at any point in
time are unquestionably in different phases of their life cycles.
Thus, if contrasts in regional growth and development are at
least partly the result of differences in the technical sophisti-
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TTTTTaaaaable 1ble 1ble 1ble 1ble 1.  Annual avAnnual avAnnual avAnnual avAnnual av erage emploerage emploerage emploerage emploerage emplo yment in yment in yment in yment in yment in R&DR&DR&DR&DR&D-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv e industre industre industre industre industr ies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Sta testestestestes ,,,,,     TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas ,,,,, Calif Calif Calif Calif Calif ororororor nia,nia,nia,nia,nia,  and Massachusetts and Massachusetts and Massachusetts and Massachusetts and Massachusetts ,,,,,
    1988 and 1994    1988 and 1994    1988 and 1994    1988 and 1994    1988 and 1994

United StaUnited StaUnited StaUnited StaUnited Sta testestestestes TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas    Cal i f   Cal i f   Cal i f   Cal i f   Cal i f ororororor nianianianiania MassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusetts

   1988   1988   1988   1988   1988  1994 1994 1994 1994 1994    1988   1988   1988   1988   1988 19941994199419941994 19881988198819881988      1994     1994     1994     1994     1994 19881988198819881988 19941994199419941994

    Total ............................................ 8,471,627 8,355,144 100.0 587,094 627,217 100.0 1,329,962 1,151,593 100.0  374,924 313,398 100.0
131 Crude petroleum and

 natural gas operations ................. 197,225 161,839   1.9 90,656 78,835 12.6 18,153 14,043  1.2  0 (1)   ...
211 Cigarettes ....................................... 40,872 30,142 .4  (1) (1) ... 0   0 .0 0 0    .0
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals ....... 134,976 131,797 1.6  7,481 8,459 1.3  7,401   6,424 .6 1,302 738  .2
282 Plastics materials and synthetics .. 176,657 161,586 1.9  9,704 11,844 1.9 3,411 3,636  .3  4,857  3,318  1.1
283 Drugs .............................................. 228,694 262,947 3.1  4,849 6,058  1.0 24,062 26,841   2.3 4,075 6,189  2.0
284 Soap, cleaners, and toilet goods ... 158,749 152,349 1.8   4,703 5,312   .8 15,728 13,773    1.2 2,886   2,118  .7
285 Paints and allied products ..............  63,572 58,049  .7  3,636 3,291  .5 7,510   6,301  .5   1,414 956 .3
286 Industrial organic chemicals .......... 145,803 142,753   1.7  35,347 37,324  6.0 3,652  3,690  .3  417   1,033 .3
287 Agricultural chemicals .................... 52,068 55,046 .7 4,567 3,698 .6 2,976  3,573 .3 98     91  .0
289 Miscellaneous chemical products . 101,932   93,464 1.1  7,327  8,292 1.3 8,852 6,701 .6   3,458 3,249 1.0
291 Petroleum refining .......................... 123,893 109,011 1.3     26,245 26,126  4.2 24,908   18,650 1.6 (1)   (1)   ...
299 Miscellaneous petroleum

 and coal products ...................... 12,104 13,017      .2 1,159  1,005 .2  877  904  .1   409   455  .1

335 Nonferrous rolling and drawing ...... 179,149 166,713  2.0   4,102  6,295     1.0 12,897   9,367  .8   6,522 4,302 1.4
355 Special industry machinery ........... 159,605  154,659  1.9 3,269 3,314     .5 10,696  14,266  1.2   10,794 8,624  2.8
357 Computer and office equipment ..... 465,443  352,904   4.2 22,128   29,688   4.7 92,484       82,845 7.2  54,018 28,668 9.1
362 Electrical industrial apparatus ....... 180,341 156,207    1.9  3,836   4,024 .6 12,780   7,506 .7  6,038  5,144 1.6
366 Communications equipment .......... 273,475  243,500   2.9  21,758  23,649   3.8 32,918  30,229  2.6    23,746 15,734  5.0
367 Electronic components

 and accessories ........................ 619,730   544,893  6.5  64,660 59,757 9.5 150,037 118,369  10.3 38,787  25,509 8.1
371 Motor vehicles and equipment ....... 847,627    898,684 10.8  17,487 16,816 2.7  35,158   32,251  2.8       2,687  1,336  .4
372 Aircraft and parts ............................ 678,032 480,037     5.7   55,405   45,087     7.2 164,846  91,904 8.0      10,096  5,888 1.9
376 Guided missiles ..............................

and space vehicles ..................... 209,366 107,773    1.3   15,470   2,083 .3 81,055 36,832  3.2     17,583 11,235 3.6
381 Search and navigation

 equipment .................................. 316,356 182,401 2.2 11,744  8,661 1.4 124,718  61,975  5.4 16,255   10,992 3.5
382 Measuring and controlling

 devices ...................................... 325,140 283,634  3.4  10,946  12,312 2.0 70,671 60,188  5.2     28,579  22,475 7.2
384 Medical instruments

and supplies ............................... 232,983   265,129  3.2 10,931   14,052 2.2  37,255     41,383 3.6 13,447 13,942 4.4
386 Photographic equipment

 and supplies .............................. 110,706     88,308 1.1  579   695 .1 9,759  4,739 .4 10,323  8,660 2.8

737 Computer and data-processing
  services ...................................... 662,835 955,095  11.4 47,030 70,196 11.2 99,258 134,682 11.7 36,611 47,517 15.2

871 Engineering and architectural
 services ....................................... 724,837 773,775 9.3 50,874 63,993 10.2 102,757 99,693   8.7  31,595 27,182 8.7
873 Research and testing services ...... 505,040 560,245   6.7 23,499 29,347 4.7 85,998   96,568  8.4 25,076 26,000  8.3
874 Management and public

 relations services ........................ 512,310 727,987  8.7 26,514 44,951 7.2 84,239 118,717    10.3 22,980 31,319  10.0
899 Services, n.e.c. .............................. 32,107 41,200 .5 1,188 2,053 .3 4,906 5,543 .5 871 724 .2

1 Data not permitted to be disclosed.
2 n.e.c. = not elsewhere classified.

Massachusetts (12.7 percent), but this narrow range masked
a great deal of variation in the industrial composition of that
employment.17

Despite falling oil prices and ensuing industry retrench-
ment during the 1980s, almost one-third of all Texas em-
ployment in R&D-intensive high-tech industries was still in
petroleum extraction and refining (SIC’s 131, 291, and 299)
and in the production of chemicals (SIC 28). The largest single
R&D-intensive employer in Texas as of 1994 was the crude
petroleum and natural gas operations industry (SIC 131), with
78,835 workers. This industry, along with petroleum refin-
ing (SIC 291; 26,126) and miscellaneous petroleum and coal
products (SIC 299; 1,005), accounted for about 17 percent of
all employment in the State’s R&D-intensive sector. Data sup-
pression to maintain confidentiality made it difficult to de-
termine the exact magnitude of employment in these indus-

cation of a given region’s industry, then the industry life cycle
metaphor is an appropriate way to assess the present and fu-
ture contributions of Texas R&D-intensive industries to state-
wide economic performance.

RRRRR&&&&&DDDDD     emploemploemploemploemplo yment in thryment in thryment in thryment in thryment in thr ee Staee Staee Staee Staee Sta testestestestes

R&D-intensive industries employed 627,217 workers in Texas
in 1994, approximately half that of national leader Califor-
nia (1,151,593),16 and slightly more than twice that of Mas-
sachusetts (313,398). (See table 1.) These figures represented
7.5 percent, 13.8 percent, and 3.8 percent, respectively, of
all U.S. employment in R&D-intensive industries in 1994,
which stood at 8,355,144. Employment in R&D-intensive in-
dustries accounted for very similar shares of private employ-
ment in Texas (10.0 percent), California (11.0 percent), and

SOURCE:  Covered Employment and Wages (ES–202) program, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
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TTTTTaaaaable 2.ble 2.ble 2.ble 2.ble 2.   PrPrPrPrPr oporoporoporoporopor tional and net shifts in emplotional and net shifts in emplotional and net shifts in emplotional and net shifts in emplotional and net shifts in emplo yment in yment in yment in yment in yment in RRRRR&&&&&DDDDD-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv e industre industre industre industre industr ies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Staies in the United Sta testestestestes ,,,,,     TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas ,,,,, Calif Calif Calif Calif Calif ororororor nia,nia,nia,nia,nia,
and Massachusettsand Massachusettsand Massachusettsand Massachusettsand Massachusetts ,,,,, 1988–94 1988–94 1988–94 1988–94 1988–94

United StaUnited StaUnited StaUnited StaUnited Sta testestestestes                TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas CalifCalifCalifCalifCalif ororororor nianianianiania MassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusettsMassachusetts

PPPPPererererer centcentcentcentcent   Net  Net  Net  Net  Net PPPPPererererer centcentcentcentcent NetNetNetNetNet PPPPPererererer centcentcentcentcent   Net  Net  Net  Net  Net PPPPPererererer centcentcentcentcent NetNetNetNetNet

 Total ................................................................ –1.4 –116,483 6.8 40,123 –13.4 –178,369 –16.4 –61,526

131 Crude petroleum and natural gas operations ...... –17.9 –35,386 –13.0 –11,821 –22.6 –4,110    (1)  (1)

211 Cigarettes ........................................................... –26.3 –10,730 (1) (1)   .0    0  .0    0
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals ............................ –2.4  –3,179 13.1  978 –13.2  –977 –43.3 –564
282 Plastics materials and synthetics .......................  –8.5  –15,071 22.1  2,140  6.6  225    –31.7    –1,539
283  Drugs ................................................................. 15.0 34,253  24.9 1,209 11.5  2,779     51.9      2,114
284  Soap, cleaners, and toilet goods ........................ –4.0 –6,400 12.9  609 –12.4  –1,955  –26.6     –768
285  Paints and allied products ..................................  –8.7  –5,523 –9.5    –345 –16.1  –1,209    –32.4  –458
286  Industrial organic chemicals .............................. –2.1 –3,050   5.6  1,977    1.0  38  147.7  616
287  Agricultural chemicals ........................................ 5.7   2,978 –19.0  –869 20.1   597  –7.1 –7
289  Miscellaneous chemical products ...................... –8.3 –8,468  13.2       965  –24.3 –2,151    –6.0  –209
291  Petroleum refining .............................................. –12.0 –14,882  –.5 –119 –25.1   –6,258     (1)  (1)
299  Miscellaneous petroleum and coal products ...... 7.5    913 –13.3  –154  3.1   27  11.2      46

335 Nonferrous rolling and drawing ..........................  –6.9 –12,436  53.5    2,193 –27.4 –3,530    –34.0  –2,220
355 Special industry machinery ............................... –3.1 –4,946   1.4 45  33.4  3,570 –20.1   –2,170
357  Computer and office equipment ......................... –24.2 –112,539  34.2  7,560  –10.4  –9,639   –46.9 –25,350
362 Electrical industrial apparatus ............................ –13.4 –24,134   4.9  188 –41.3 –5,274 –14.8  –894
366 Communications equipment .............................. –11.0  –29,975  8.7 1,891 –8.2 –2,689  –33.7   –8,012
367 Electronic components and accessories ...........  –12.1  –74,837 –7.6 –4,903 –21.1 –31,668  –34.2 –13,278
371 Motor vehicles and equipment ...........................  6.0  51,057 –3.8 –671  –8.3  –2,907  –50.3 –1,351
372 Aircraft and parts ............................................... –29.2 –197,995  –18.6 –10,318 –44.2 –72,942 –41.7  –-4,208
376 Guided missiles and space vehicles ..................  –48.5 –101,593 –86.5    –13,387 –54.6  –44,223   –36.1 –6,348
381 Search and navigation equipment ...................... –42.3 –133,955  –26.3 –3,083 –50.3  –62,743  –32.4  –5,263
382  Measuring and controlling devices ..................... –12.8 –41,506 12.5     1,366 –14.8 –10,483   –21.4   –6,104
384 Medical instruments and supplies ...................... 13.8   32,146 28.6     3,121 11.1 4,128  3.7   495
386  Photographic equipment and supplies ............... –20.2 –22,398 20.0     116 –51.4  –5,020    –16.1  –1,663

737 Computer and data-processing services ........... 44.1 292,260   49.3    23,166  35.7  35,424  29.8  10,906

871 Engineering and architectural services .............. 6.8  48,938 25.8  13,119 –3.0 –3,064  –14.0 –4,413
873 Research and testing services .......................... 10.9 55,205 24.9 5,848  12.3 10,570   3.7  924
874 Management and public relations services ........ 42.1  215,677 69.5   18,437 40.9  34,478    36.3  8,339
899 Services, n.e.c. .................................................. 28.3 9,093 72.8  865  13.0 637  –16.9   – 147

1 Data not permitted to be disclosed. SOURCE: Authors’ calculations from data provided by the Covered Employ-
2 n.e.c. = not elsewhere classified. ment and Wages (ES-202) program, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

tries in Massachusetts, but it was likely a very small share of
the R&D-intensive total. In California, petroleum extraction
and refining made up slightly less than 3 percent of that total.

Chemicals—in particular, industrial organic chemicals (SIC

286), plastics materials and synthetics (SIC 282), industrial in-
organic chemicals (SIC 281), and miscellaneous chemicals (SIC

289)—accounted for another 13.4 percent of total employment
in Texas R&D-intensive industries. Like the petroleum-related
industries, chemical manufacturing was a relatively minor
component of R&D-intensive industry employment in both
California (6.2 percent) and Massachusetts (5.6 percent).

Conversely, R&D-intensive service industries—computer
and data-processing services (SIC 737), engineering and ar-
chitectural services (SIC 871), management and public rela-
tions services (SIC 874), research and testing services (SIC 873),
and services, not elsewhere classified (n.e.c.) (SIC 899)—were
central components of employment in all three States’ R&D-
intensive industry mix. These service industries accounted
for an additional one-third (33.6 percent) of the statewide
total in Texas. Indeed, in terms of total State R&D-intensive

employment, the first four industries listed occupied the sec-
ond, third, sixth, and ninth ranks, respectively. The one-third
share, however, was less than the contribution of services to
R&D-intensive high-tech employment in California (39.5 per-
cent) and Massachusetts (42.4 percent).

Slightly more than one-third (36 percent) of the remaining
employment in R&D-intensive industries in Texas was in du-
rable goods manufacturing industries. This share was much
less than that of either California or Massachusetts, where
durable goods made up about half of the high-tech total. Elec-
tronic components (SIC 367) and aircraft and parts (SIC 372)
were the leading industries in Texas and California. The con-
tribution of the electronic components industry to 1994 R&D-
intensive industry employment in Texas was approximately
equal to that in California and Massachusetts, with the con-
tribution of aircraft and parts equal to that of California and
much greater than that of Massachusetts. But the share of
statewide R&D-intensive industry employment was consider-
ably lower in Texas than in the latter two States for other
signature R&D-intensive industries—for example, computer
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and office equipment (SIC 357), special industry machinery
(SIC 355), and the instruments and related products group (SIC’s
381, 382, 384, and 386).

Although aircraft and parts was the fifth largest R&D-in-
tensive employer in Texas, defense-dependent R&D-intensive
industries18—which, in addition to aircraft and parts, included
search and navigation equipment (SIC 381) and guided missiles
and space vehicles and parts (SIC 376)—were comparatively
modest contributors to total Texas R&D-intensive employment.
Overall, these industries accounted for 8.9 percent of Texas
employment in R&D-intensive industries, a figure essentially
equal to Massachusetts’ 9 percent, but considerably less than
California’s 16.6 percent. Texas’ share translated into 55,831
jobs in 1994.

GrGrGrGrGrooooowth of wth of wth of wth of wth of RRRRR&&&&&DDDDD-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv e emploe emploe emploe emploe emplo yment in yment in yment in yment in yment in TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas

At the national level, total U.S. employment in R&D-inten-
sive industries decreased by 1.4 percent between 1988 and
1994. California and Massachusetts followed the national
trend, recording employment decreases of 13.4 percent and
16.4 percent, respectively, over the 6-year period. Of the 30
R&D-intensive industries examined in this article, 20 recorded
employment losses nationally over the period. (See table 2.)
The largest declines were in the defense-dependent indus-
tries (SIC’s 372, 381, and 376), which fell 29 percent, 42
percent, and 49 percent, respectively. These were followed
closely by cigarettes (SIC 211, –26.3 percent), computer and
office equipment (–24.2 percent), and photographic equip-
ment and supplies (SIC 386, –20.2 percent). The largest in-
creases were in the services categories, principally computer
and data-processing services (44.1 percent), management and
public relations (42.1 percent), and services, n.e.c. (28.3 per-
cent). Only one durable goods industry, medical instruments
and supplies (SIC 384, 13.8 percent), and one chemical indus-
try, drugs (SIC 283, 15.0 percent), recorded employment growth.
Both of these are tied closely to the health care industry.

In sharp contrast, and in spite of a loss of 12,100 workers
(10.2 percent) in the oil and gas sector (SIC’s 131, 291, and
299), Texas registered a 6.8-percent increase in the number
of workers employed in R&D-intensive high-tech industries.
This amounted to 40,123 new jobs, or slightly more than
1.1 percent per year between 1988 and 1994. One of the
more striking features of this growth was that 12 of the 20
industries that declined nationally grew in Texas. For ex-
ample, computer and office equipment declined by 24 per-
cent nationally, but increased by 34 percent in Texas, for a
net gain of 7,560 workers. Although not particularly well
represented in Texas, plastics materials and synthetics, non-
ferrous rolling and drawing (SIC 335), and photographic equip-
ment and supplies also declined nationally, but grew by more
than 20 percent within the State. In contrast, in Massachu-
setts, only one nationally declining industry—industrial or-

ganic chemicals—recorded an increase in employment, and
this industry was a very minor contributor to total R&D-inten-
sive employment in the State. Within California, only three
nationally declining industries—soap, cleaners, and toilet
goods (SIC 284), plastics materials and synthetics, and spe-
cial industry machinery—recorded growth. Again, none were
substantial contributors to total State employment.

Nationally, with the exception of drugs and agricultural
chemicals, employment in all three-digit components of the
chemicals group declined between 1988 and 1994. The situ-
ation was the same in California and Massachusetts, but Texas
bucked the trend: the R&D-intensive industries that were most
important to the State fared well. Besides the petroleum in-
dustries, industrial organic chemicals (the largest chemical
industry employer in Texas) grew in spite of a national de-
cline, and four of the other five chemical industries that re-
corded employment losses at the national level also grew in
Texas. Similarly, although the proportion of services to total
R&D-intensive employment in Texas is somewhat smaller than
in California or Massachusetts, employment growth rates in
all five of these increasingly important industries were higher
in Texas. In particular, employment in engineering and ar-
chitectural services increased 26 percent, while declining in
both California and Massachusetts.

Nevertheless, despite gains in 8 of the 13 durable goods
R&D-intensive industries in Texas, employment declined in
high-tech durable goods, as it did nationally and in Califor-
nia and Massachusetts. But the percentage decrements in
electronic components and accessories and in aircraft and
parts, the two largest R&D-intensive durable goods employ-
ers in Texas, were about two-thirds that of the national de-
cline and well under one-half that of each of California and
Massachusetts. Similarly, although Texas was less well rep-
resented in the instruments group (SIC 38), only one of the
four industries in the group—search and navigation equip-
ment—recorded an employment loss in Texas, while two of
the other three industries declined nationally and in the two
comparison States.

HierarHierarHierarHierarHierar chchchchchy of y of y of y of y of RRRRR&&&&&DDDDD-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv-intensiv e industre industre industre industre industr iesiesiesiesies

Thus far, both in cross section and across time, industry em-
ployment in the Texas R&D-intensive high-tech sector is quite
different from that in the “core” high-tech States of Califor-
nia and Massachusetts. To evaluate the differences more pre-
cisely, we calculated location quotients for all three States in
both 1988 and 1994. The location quotient measures differ-
ences in the concentration of employment in a given indus-
try and region relative to the Nation as a whole. A location
quotient greater than 100 indicates that an R&D-intensive in-
dustry is more specialized in a given State than in the Nation
as a whole. The term “specialized” is often interpreted to
mean that the industry produces more of its good or service
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TTTTTeeeeexasxasxasxasxas CalifCalifCalifCalifCalif ororororor nianianianiania   Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts  Massachusetts

19881988198819881988 19941994199419941994 19881988198819881988 19941994199419941994   1988  1988  1988  1988  1988 19941994199419941994

131 Crude petroleum and natural gas operations .............. 663.3    648.6 58.6   63.0    (1)     (1)
286  Industrial organic chemicals ...................................... 349.8 348.3 16.0 18.8   6.5 19.3
291 Petroleum refining ...................................................... 305.7 319.3 128.1 124.1    (1)  (1)
367 Electronic components and accessories ................... 150.6    146.1 154.2  157.6  141.4 124.8
299  Miscellaneous petroleum and coal products .............. 138.2   102.9 46.2   50.4   76.4  93.2
287  Agricultural chemicals ................................................ 126.6  89.5 36.4 47.1 4.3  4.4
372  Aircraft and parts ....................................................... 117.9 125.1 154.9 138.9 33.7   32.7
366 Communications equipment ....................................... 114.8 129.4 76.7 90.1 196.2 172.3
376 Guided missiles and space vehicles .......................... 106.6 25.8   246.6  248.0   189.8   277.9
289 Miscellaneous chemical products .............................. 103.7 118.2  55.3  52.0  76.7  92.7

737 Computer and data-processing services ................... 102.4   97.9 95.4 102.3  124.8 132.6
871  Engineering and architectural services ...................... 101.3 110.2    90.3  93.5   98.5  93.7
874  Management and public relations services ................  74.7  82.3   104.7 118.3     101.4  114.7
357  Computer and office equipment .................................  68.6  112.1    126.6  170.3 262.2  216.6
384  Medical instruments and supplies .............................. 67.7  70.6 101.9 113.3   130.4 140.2
873  Research and testing services ..................................  67.1 69.8  108.5 125.1   112.2 123.7
381 Search and navigation equipment .............................. 53.6   63.3 251.1 246.5 116.1  160.7
382 Measuring and controlling devices .............................  48.6      57.8 138.5    154.0  198.6 211.3
355  Special industry machinery ........................................ 29.6   28.5   42.7 66.9    152.8 148.7
386  Photographic equipment and supplies .......................  7.6 10.5 56.2 38.9     210.7 261.4

1 Data not permitted to be disclosed. ment and Wages (ES-202) program, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
SOURCE:    Authors’ calculations from data provided by the Covered Employ-

than is necessary to supply the needs of its home State or
region and that it therefore exports a share greater than the
national average to external markets. However, this interpre-
tation is problematic because some R&D-intensive high-tech
industries are so much more export intensive than others.19

For example, in fields such as guided missiles and space ve-
hicles, and semiconductors and related devices (SIC 3674, con-
tained in electronic components and accessories), even if there
were only a small amount of employment in a given State
and a correspondingly low location quotient, all of the out-
put might be intended for purchase elsewhere. This issue is
made even more poignant by our knowledge that in most R&D-
intensive industries over the past several years, output has
been increasing while employment has been falling.20

In this case, therefore, we calculated the location quotient
by first dividing statewide employment in each R&D-inten-
sive industry (for example, in Texas, aircraft and parts) by
employment in all R&D-intensive industries in Texas, and so
on for each industry and statewide R&D-intensive employ-
ment total in Texas and the other two States. An identical
ratio was calculated for R& D-intensive industry at the na-
tional level, and the State ratio for each industry was divided
by the national ratio.21 While our use of the total employ-
ment in R&D-intensive industries in the denominators of the
State and national ratios is somewhat unorthodox (most re-
searchers simply use total employment at the State and na-
tional levels), it helps us compare “apples with apples”—
that is, Texas producers of R&D-intensive goods and services

with their R&D- and export-intensive counterparts through-
out the Nation and in California and Massachusetts.22 Fur-
ther, by calculating location quotients at the beginning and
end of the 1988–94 period, we are able to see how different
rates of R& D-intensive industry employment growth at the
State and national levels affected the degrees of high-tech
industry specialization among the three States studied. Also,
examining the location quotients at the beginning and end of
the 6-year interval indicates whether employment growth in
Texas high-tech industries came at the expense of California
and Massachusetts, or, for that matter, whether employment
in a given R&D-intensive industry was tending to concentrate
toward (or away from) any one (or all) of the three States.

Table 3 shows only the industries in which at least one of
the three States had location quotients greater than 100 in
either 1988 or 1994. We first compare the 1994 location quo-
tients. Not surprisingly, Texas was very highly specialized in
crude petroleum and natural gas operations, industrial or-
ganic chemicals, and petroleum refining. The magnitudes of
the coefficients in these industries indicate the extent to which
Texas-based petrochemical industries participate in produc-
tion for national and even global markets. Texas also was
specialized, but to a lesser extent, in miscellaneous petro-
leum and coal products and miscellaneous chemical prod-
ucts. By contrast, the location quotients for all of these in-
dustries were less than 100 in California and Massachusetts,
with the exception of petroleum refining in California.

On the other hand, only four durable goods manufactur-
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nia, and Massachusetts.
Despite some small downward movements in the associ-

ated location quotients, Texas maintained its overwhelm-
ingly high level of specialization in the petroleum extrac-
tion, industrial organic chemicals, and petroleum-refining
industries. The State’s specialization in electronic compo-
nents and accessories also lessened, but not enough to
threaten the status of Texas as a national region for the pro-
duction of these goods. At the other end of the spectrum,
one of the few R&D-intensive industries in which employ-
ment rose nationally, but fell in Texas, was agricultural
chemicals (SIC 287). This shift of employment out of the
State—apparently, to California and other parts of the coun-
try—resulted in a significant lessening of the industry’s de-
gree of employment specialization in Texas. Finally, the rela-
tive rates of decline in employment in guided missiles and
space vehicles—86.5 percent in Texas, compared with 54.6
percent in Massachusetts and 36 percent in California—were
such that Texas became a very minor participant in the manu-
facture of these products for export between 1988 and 1994.

High-tech contrHigh-tech contrHigh-tech contrHigh-tech contrHigh-tech contr ibution to the economibution to the economibution to the economibution to the economibution to the econom yyyyy

For some time now, Texas has been an important center of
R&D-intensive high-tech industry in the United States. The
newest evidence that we bring to bear on this assertion is
that, unlike the situation in the two comparison States and
the Nation, R&D-intensive industries in Texas have made a
positive contribution to State employment growth over the
last several years. But as we noted at the outset, this dyna-
mism is more complex than it at first appears. Total employ-
ment growth in Texas high-tech industries amounted to only
a little more than 40,000, or an average of about 6,700 jobs
per year between 1988 and 1994. The aggregate dimensions
of employment change in the Texas R&D-intensive sector are
therefore less important than the relative concentrations of
industry employment (as measured by the location quotient),
because the latter identify the indigenous technical special-
ties that distinguish Texas high-tech industries from their
counterparts elsewhere. In turn, a region’s specialized in-
dustries produce goods and services whose technical sophis-
tication or overall quality make them the commodities “of
choice” for customers outside the region. Over the long term,
these specialties are likely to be important contributors to
State or regional economic performance.

In this sense, although chemicals and petroleum probably
will continue to account for only a stable share of jobs in the
Texas R&D-intensive sector, their remaining concentrations
of employment are still the most important distinguishing
feature of the State’s high-tech industry. Despite the fact that
its natural endowments of onshore oil and gas are dwindling,
Texas is the core State in one of the Nation’s preeminent
chemical-producing regions. Houston and the Texas Gulf

ing industries in Texas—electronic components and acces-
sories, communications equipment, aircraft and parts, and
computer and office equipment—had location quotients
above 100 in 1994. All four are widely viewed as strategi-
cally important R&D-intensive industries, and Texas location
quotients generally fell between the highest and lowest scores
of the two comparison States. But both California and Mas-
sachusetts were specialized in a number of other durable
goods industries: three of the instruments and related prod-
ucts group (SIC’s 381, 382, and 384) and guided missiles and
space vehicles in both States, and special industry machin-
ery in Massachusetts.

Other things equal, then, most R&D-intensive durable goods
manufacturing industries in Texas were less specialized than
in California and Massachusetts and, in the national hierar-
chy of R&D-intensive industries, were less prominent partici-
pants in production for external markets.23 The same could
be said for the service industries: of the five such industries,
Texas was specialized only in engineering and architectural
services, and the degree of specialization was not particu-
larly high, as measured against the two comparison States.
Both California and Massachusetts were specialized in three
service industries (SIC’s 737, 873, and 874). However, in the
first of these (computer and data-processing services), the
difference between the Texas and California location quo-
tients was so small (97.9 versus 102.3), that the two States
were almost equally specialized.

As we might expect, location quotients for 1988 and 1994
indicate that in several industries, differences in proportional
shifts in employment at the national and State levels in-
creased the degree of Texas-based R&D-intensive industry
specialization. The most significant change was in comput-
ers and office equipment, for which the Texas location quo-
tient moved from 68.6 to 112.1. As noted earlier, employ-
ment expanded by more than one-third in Texas, but fell by
about half in Massachusetts and by lesser, but still consider-
able, percentages in California and across the Nation. Else-
where in durable goods, a similar pattern of employment
change in communications equipment resulted in a slightly
more specialized Texas-based employment concentration.
In aircraft and parts production, employment declined in
Texas by a smaller percentage than it did in either of the two
comparison States or the Nation as a whole, and by 1994, this
resulted in a degree of specialization that rivaled California’s.
In services, Texas’ degree of specialization in engineering and
architectural services increased over the 6-year interval. The
State also increased its location quotients in all four of the
instruments industries, but did not become nationally spe-
cialized in any. Quotients for medical and surgical instru-
ments and measuring and controlling devices increased in
all three States, an indication that the relative weight of em-
ployment concentrations in these industries may be moving
away from the rest of the Nation and toward Texas, Califor-
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Coast are home to the administrative, research, and produc-
tion facilities of many of the world’s largest petrochemical
companies and related support firms. Total employment in
the eight chemical industries in Texas increased 8.6 percent
(approximately 6,700 jobs) over the 6-year period studied, at
the same time that national employment in the chemical in-
dustry was essentially static.

Moreover, while the petroleum industry is well into the
mature stages of its life cycle, hydrocarbon energy technol-
ogy will continue to dominate production processes in the
advanced industrial world for the foreseeable future. Demand
is clearly one spur to technical innovation, and Texas’ indig-
enous specialty in engineering and architectural services—
of which the petroleum engineering services industry (in SIC

8711) is a component—is generating new knowledge and
equipment that enable petroleum deposits in previously in-
accessible waters of the Gulf of Mexico to be exploited. Re-
cent accounts indicate that Houston is now the principal lo-
cus of a boom in deepwater oil and gas extraction.24 This is
evidence of technological dynamism linked across two R&D-
intensive goods- and service-producing industries in which
Texas is specialized.

The historical persistence of the oil and gas share of em-
ployment in Texas high-tech industry is at least one reason
that durable goods manufacturing, along with services, makes
up smaller proportions of R&D-intensive industry employment
than in California and Massachusetts. Yet it would be inac-
curate to suggest that there are no indigenous segments of
high-tech durable goods production in the State or that they
have not made significant contributions to the Texas economy.
For instance, as the result of a wartime decision by the Fed-
eral Government to move a portion of the industry away from
vulnerable coastal cities, aircraft and helicopters have been
made in the Dallas-Fort Worth area since the early 1940s.25

And in the 1950s, the invention of the integrated circuit and
the invention of the silicon transistor at Texas Instruments
fueled considerable employment growth in technology-in-
tensive durable goods manufacturing.26 Texas Instruments’
contribution to the microelectronics revolution was, of course,
homegrown, while aircraft production in Texas was imported,
but in both cases the State has been a specialized producer in
these industries for some time.

One outcome of the recent employment growth scattered
across the Texas R&D-intensive durable goods sector was that
computers and office equipment took a nationally special-
ized position alongside the State’s electronic components,
aircraft, and communications equipment industries. But be-
cause the computer and electronics industries were essen-
tially founded in States such as California and Massachu-
setts, and leading firms grew to national and international
prominence in those places, Texas is still widely viewed as
an “advanced production area,” rather than a core region, for
high-tech durable goods.27 This assessment may be outdated,

because low taxes and low land and labor costs28 have posi-
tioned Texas to gain employment through the shifting of ex-
isting jobs in the computer and electronics industries from
other parts of the Nation. These factors will continue to make
the State an attractive site for further waves of corporate re-
locations or new “technical” branch plants. And the R& D-
intensive durable goods firms that have moved to or were
founded in Austin, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Houston over the
last 15 years may yet be able to re-create the self-sustaining
rounds of innovation that characterized the growth of firms
in places such as California and Massachusetts during the
initial years of the microelectronics revolution.

Still, it is important to remember that national employ-
ment in R&D-intensive durable goods declined over the pe-
riod examined in this article. The decline is attributable to
falling or, at best, stable defense expenditures, automated
manufacturing processes that reduce the need for unskilled
and semiskilled workers, and the migration of increasingly
routinized manufacturing to low-cost offshore locations.29

These forces are potentially more detrimental to R&D-inten-
sive durable goods employment in Massachusetts and Cali-
fornia, where the durable goods industry (and the defense
industries that rely on it) constitutes a larger proportion of
employment in the R&D-intensive sector, than in Texas. But
this is not to say that such forces are absent in Texas: as we
(and others) have observed, labor-saving processes developed
by R&D-intensive industries cause intraindustry changes, in
Texas as well as elsewhere.30 The category of computers and
office equipment provides the most dramatic example of these
changes: computing power has continually increased over
the last two decades, while the price of that power has de-
creased.31 This has lowered the cost of automating design
and manufacturing processes in computers and other civilian
high-tech manufacturing, reducing the number of workers
required at any output level. The result has been rising out-
put, falling employment, and the likelihood that these trends
will continue. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects an-
nual output in the computer industry to rise by 7.3 percent
and annual employment to fall by 2.6 percent between 1994
and 2005.32

As products and processes evolve to maturity in firms that
migrated to Texas from higher cost locations, the pressure to
reduce costs also reduces employment by encouraging more
automation or further migration to even lower cost sites—
for example, the maquiladora manufacturing complexes just
south of the Rio Grande. Thus, the State’s ability to con-
tinue to expand employment in R&D-intensive durable goods
may be limited. Furthermore, employment levels may never
be high enough for Texas to move from an advanced pro-
duction area to the status of a core State in this sector of the
high-tech market.33

Finally, as in California and Massachusetts, R&D-intensive
service industries were strongly represented among Texas
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high-tech industries. Indeed, the five R&D-intensive services
posted the largest net employment gain (approximately
61,500) of the four subgroups (oil and gas extraction and
refining, chemicals, durable goods, and services) in the Texas
R&D-intensive sector. But Texas was nationally specialized
only in engineering and architectural services, was slightly
below California’s marginal level of specialization in com-
puter and data-processing services, and was much further be-
hind in management and public relations and research and
testing services. This situation may persist for the same rea-
son that it may be difficult for Texas to become a core State
for the production of durable goods in which it is not already
specialized: even though some management and research
service firms in Texas could be characterized as innovative
or in the early growth stages of their life cycles, those in
California and Massachusetts may occupy a superior posi-
tion in the national hierarchy of R&D-intensive service pro-
duction simply because they entered their markets first.34 The
window of locational opportunity that gave these high-tech
service providers their initial lead already may have closed
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grew much faster in Texas than they did nationally or in the
two comparison States. This fact, by itself, may indicate that
R&D-intensive services (outside of engineering and architec-
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also seems likely that R&D-intensive services will make the
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ployment in all R&D-intensive industries in the 1990s. In the
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crude petroleum and natural gas as the largest single R&D-
intensive industry in the State.

In one form or another, the latter event has been predicted—
and eagerly anticipated—by many observers of the Texas
economic scene. If it occurs, it would exemplify a process
that often unfolds in regions characterized by technologies
that lag behind the leading edge. For example, in the early
1980s, oil and gas extraction dominated the high-tech indus-
try sector in Texas, as did microelectronics in California and
Massachusetts. Regions such as Texas can sometimes leap-
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services in Texas high-tech employment would be just such
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based goods to the production of intangible goods, largely
skipping the stage in which durable goods manufacturing
dominates the landscape.
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its life cycle. The petroleum and chemical industries were part
of a first generation of R&D-intensive industries. Despite evi-
dence of renewed technological vigor in oil and gas extraction,
and the likelihood that these industries will continue to make
strong contributions to State product and income flows, both
are now quite mature, with limited capacity for employment
growth. The second-generation, R&D-intensive durable goods
manufacturing industries also may be approaching maturity,
even though statewide employment opportunities in such in-
dustries may be increasing through the relocation of firms
founded elsewhere. Finally, as in California and Massachusetts,
Texas employment levels probably will be augmented the most
from the expansion of the high-tech service sector, the most
recent generation of R&D-intensive industry in the State.  
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current and historical data for many BLS surveys, as well as numer-
ous news releases.

LABSTAT Public Access has introduced a new production Internet
service over the World Wide Web. BLS and regional offices pro-
grams are described using hypertext pages. Access to LABSTAT data
and news releases is provided by a link to the BLS gopher server.
The URL is

http://stats.bls.gov/blshome.html
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